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Designed for those who always look to the future without ever 
renouncing tradition, Faema’s new machine, President, revisits 
the iconic models of the ’60s offering cutting-edge technology. 
 
It is a machine in which the past and future coexist. The result 
is a sophisticated product that is not only capable of elevating 
the space thanks to its restyling, but also distinguishes itself in 
terms of quality and innovative features.

New President: 
the return of an icon.

The new thermosiphonic President guarantees the thermal 
regulation of each individual group thanks to the Thermo-
balance system, to meet the needs of the most demanding 
coffee professionals.

The external regulation of the group temperature provides the 
perfect setting for dispensing a single coffee and to offer a 
wide menu, in case several coffee blends are used.

Adjustable thermal system.
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Faema President stands out for its minimal and essential shapes 
and an industrial and elegant style.

Vintage and modern style continue to coexist in the thermosi-
phonic President, in which steel dominates in the high structure 
and black matt in the base, in addition to the details of the 
steam levers and handles of the filter holders.

A design with 
a timeless style.

Design and style make the new President a truly unique ma-
chine. However, it is made even more exclusive by the endless 
customization options. Thanks to the easy-to-remove system, 
it is possible to customize the base and the entire body of  
the machine.

One machine,
infinite personalities.
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INNOVATIONS

Care and passion for details. The new Faema 
President embodies this approach, which is not 
only designed to fit the style of every bar, but to 
meet the needs of every barista.

Because ergonomics
is performance.

Faema President Termosiphonic presents important 
innovations, designed specifically to simplify the 
workflow of the coffee specialist and improve their 
performance.

• Service management and programming take
 place directly through the coffee group, and
 no longer through the display.
• Coffee groups have been centered to improve
 ergonomics and optimize the barista workflow.
• Adjustable-height basin.
• New autosteam, with tilting and adjustable wand.

To complete the features available to the barista:
• Ergonomic filter holders.
• Customizable setting by group touch
 screen or three/five buttons.
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TECHNICAL DATA

Features

Steam wands

Hot water wands

Hot water selections

Boiler capacity (litres)

Boiler insulation

Electrical cup warmer (3 temperatures)

Green Machine

Smart Boiler

Autosteam Cold Touch Milk 4

Specifications

Width x Depth x Height (mm)

Weight (Kg)

Supply power

1260 x 630 x 505

113

820 x 630 x 505

2

1

3

11

✓

✓

optional

✓

✓

2

1

3

17,5

✓

✓

optional

✓

✓

2

1

3

24,1

✓

✓

optional

✓

✓

73

1040 x 630 x 505

90

A/4

A/4

A/3

A/3

A/2

A/2

220-240V~
220-240V3~ 50/60Hz (W)
380-415V3N~

6200 - 72004200 - 5000 6200 - 7200
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MODELS

The manufacturer reserves the right to modify the appliances presented in this pubblication without notice.

Faema President Touch Faema President 5 bottons

Faema President 3 bottons Faema President back
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